Letro legend parts diagram

Best Buy Pool Supply. Part No. Description 1 Top Cover. Clip Hose â€” Grey â€” for Sign up to
receive special offers. Text, graphics, and HTML code on this entire website are protected by US
and International Copyright Laws, and may not be copied, reprinted, published,translated,
hosted, or otherwise distributed by any means without explicit written permission. View Larger
Image. Main Frame â€” Grey. Turbine Shaft - Complete. Turbine Spacers - Set, 1 long, 1 short.
Turbine Bearings - 2-PK. Turbine Shaft Shield - White. Wheel - Rubber Tire 3. Wheel â€” Grey
Tire. Hub Cap â€” Grey. Feed Hose â€” Soft - 10'. Feed Hose - Clear soft 10 in. Feed Hose - Grey
soft - 7 ft. Float For Feed Hose - Grey. Feed Hose - 11 ft. Swivel - Feed Hose - Grey. Mender Nut plastic - Grey. Wall Fitting - Complete. Wall Fitting - Grey. Pressure Relief Valve - White.
Pressure Relief Valve - Grey. Screen For Wall Fitting. Quick Disconnect Adapter. Threaded Wall
Adapter. Wheel - Plastic Washer. Gears - for Back-Up Valve. Screw for EA40 and EC Sweep
Hose Scrubber. Venturi Jet - White. Screw - Cover To Frame. Clip Hose â€” for Best Buy Pool
Supply. Part No. Description 1 Top Cover. Clip Hose â€” Grey â€” for Sign up to receive special
offers. Text, graphics, and HTML code on this entire website are protected by US and
International Copyright Laws, and may not be copied, reprinted, published,translated, hosted, or
otherwise distributed by any means without explicit written permission. View Larger Image.
Main Frame â€” Grey. Turbine Shaft - Complete. Turbine Spacers - Set, 1 long, 1 short. Turbine
Bearings - 2-PK. Turbine Shaft Shield - White. Wheel - Rubber Tire 3. Wheel â€” Grey Tire. Hub
Cap â€” Grey. Feed Hose â€” Soft - 10'. Feed Hose - Clear soft 10 in. Feed Hose - Grey soft - 7 ft.
Float For Feed Hose - Grey. Feed Hose - 11 ft. Swivel - Feed Hose - Grey. Mender Nut - plastic Grey. Wall Fitting - Complete. Wall Fitting - Grey. Pressure Relief Valve - White. Pressure Relief
Valve - Grey. Screen For Wall Fitting. Quick Disconnect Adapter. Threaded Wall Adapter. Wheel
- Plastic Washer. Gears - for Back-Up Valve. Screw for EA40 and EC Sweep Hose Scrubber.
Venturi Jet - White. Screw - Cover To Frame. Clip Hose â€” for If your cleaner displays any of
the following problems, adjustments may be necessary to restore performance. Check the
wheel RPM rotations per minute. Verify the back-up valve is cycling. Adjust the thrust jet.
Remove unnecessary pool hardware or install a Ladder Guard Kit. Check the filter screen in the
Quick Disconnect and clean, if necessary. Clean the skimmer basket, pump basket, and pool
filter. Check all of the hoses, connections, and swivels for leaks that could cause loss of water
pressure. Check the wheel RPM. If more than 32 RPM, unscrew the pressure relief valve to
decrease water flow to cleaner. Confirm that the blue restrictor disc is installed in the universal
wall fitting UWF to decrease water flow, or install the red restrictor disc to decrease water flow
even more. Verify that the back-up valve is cycling. Hold the valve out of the water and watch
the jet. It should come on and go off approximately every 90 seconds. If the bag is full, empty it.
If head float has water in it, replace it. Make sure feed hose is floating. Maker sure feed hose is
floating. Remeasure the hose to verify that it is adjusted to the proper length for the pool shape.
With the cleaner operating, check that the connector swivels in hose and rotates freely. Make
sure feed hose is floating may need new floats. With the cleaner turned off, spin each of the
wheels. All wheels should turn together. Solution :. Make sure the opening at the end of the
sweep hose is not blocked by the sweep hose scrubber. Adjust the sweep hose flow to a gentle
sweeping motion, using the thumb screw. Adjust the speed of the sweep hose by tightening the
adjustment screw. Add a sweep hose weight to keep the sweep hose from spraying. If not, order
a new hose section. Check thrust jet for straight back position that optimizes random turning.
While the cleaner is operating, hold it upside down and look into the vacuum tube. There should
be two distinct, even jets of water. If there are not, contact your local pool professional for
assistance. Check filter bag. If full, it can weigh the cleaner down on one side. Remove the head
float and shake it. Check the hose floats to make sure they are spaced evenly. If none of these
solutions work for you, contact your local pool professional. Related Articles:. Manually
Vacuuming Your Pool. Call Toll Free: About Contact. Solution: 1. All Rights Reserved. Quick
Links. Page 2 West Los Angeles Ave. Other trademarks and trade names may be used in this
document to refer to either the entities claiming the marks and names or their products. Thank
You for Choosing the Legend What to Expect from the Legend Installation Instructions Pool
Connections Page 6: Installation Instructions Please follow these instructions carefully. The
booster pump is not self-priming and needs to be fed with water taken from the pool filter before
any type of in-line chlorinator. See figure below. Wall Fitting with ease from the Wall Adapter.
Page 9 Marked Swivel. Example: Half of 6 ft. If you are cutting more than 2 ft. Page 10 Be sure to
slide the floats out of pool carefully. It should look like figure below. If you have any additional
questions, Have someone turn on pool pump and the booster please contact Pentair Pool
Products Inc. Running from the equipment pad, and can be turned on or off the Cleaner without
the filter screen can damage the A good bearing will This valve is located under the Debris Bag,
it is spin freely. Page Leaf Bag Legend and adjust to the appropriate height. New Legend
suction Cup Tires Designed to climb in problem areas, fiberglass, tile and smooth surfaces. For

other applications, please contact our Technical Service Department at It will climb better in
pools without sharp angles or curves in the transition from the Solution: 1. All rights reserved.
Printed in USA. Print page 1 Print document 20 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Combining multiple
items onto the same order can change the delivery date and expedited shipping costs,
especially if the other items are not available for immediate shipment. See shipping policy for
more details. Due to significant demand on swimming pool parts and equipment, we cannot
guarantee out of stock items will be available for immediate shipment. Our shipping department
is working hard to ship all in stock orders same day. If your order must arrive to you by a
certain day, please contact us first and we will provide you with a more definitive shipping and
receipt of your order. This item can be returned within 30 days of order. See return policy for
details and how to place a return. This item qualifies for a one-year Poolweb. Poolweb
guarantees that the item you receive will function as advertised for one year. See the Poolweb
Guarantee for more details. All Rights Reserved. Customer Support. Shop Parts. Usually Ships
in Days. Add to Cart. This overhaul kit is used with: Legend 4-Wheel Pool Cleaners. Features
Genuine Pentair replacement part. Returns This item can be returned within 30 days of order.
Poolweb Guarantee This item qualifies for a one-year Poolweb. Asset 2. Deals, Pool Tips, and
More! Enter your email to sign up for our newsletter! Following-up on our first post explaining
Pool Pump Parts Explained , we now look at a more extensive category, pool cleaner parts.
Today we look at suction and pressure cleaner parts. The Seal and Footpad, are in contact with
the floor of the pool, and as such are subject to wear and tear, especially in rough bottomed
pools. The Footpad, 8 takes most of the wear, and serves a secondary purpose of locking the
Seal 7 in place. Common problems besides wear and tear include sun damage or warping.
When storing your cleaner, be sure the Seal remains very flat, or it can become misshapen. The
Diaphragm 1 is what creates the suction and release in Baracuda type cleaners, and is
responsible for both the vacuuming suction and the movement of the cleaner, which makes a
very small, almost imperceptible hop during the release. Kreepy Krauly cleaners use a Flapper
for the same purpose, also called a knocker, for the loud noise it makes. Common problems
with the Diaphragm include tears or rips in the rubber material, from sharp sticks or from
suction being too powerful, over a long period of time. In some cases, chemical damage can
occur, although newer versions are more resistant. The ladder guard is a large disk 15 or ring
that fits around the top of the disk style suction cleaners, to prevent the cleaner or hose from
getting stuck behind pool ladders , and also functions to keep the cleaner off of steps or
rubbing up against the pool walls. Common problems with the Ladder Guard is breakage,
especially when the cleaner is out of the pool, and it falls over on one side. Automatic cleaners
can be fragile, one of the reasons that we sell so many pool cleaner parts! Moving onto the gear
box and turbine type of pool cleaners, invented by Arneson and popularized by Hayward, these
cleaners operate with a complicated set of gears driving a large turbine to sweep leaves and
debris. Common problems are mostly wear and tear, or by being dropped while out of the pool.
Wings can become detached, and the pods can vibrate loose the screws holding them on,
resulting in dragging and damage to delicate parts. Or if not replacing pod shoesâ€¦. Pod shoes
are square pads that are designed to work with different types of pool surfaces; concrete, vinyl,
fiberglass. Made of Cork, Rubber, Ceramic or Santoprene, they provide traction and protect the
Pods from wear and tear. Common problems include â€” wear and tear, but that is what they are
supposed to do, wear down slowly to protect the more expensive parts above, and to also
prevent scraping and scratching of your pool surfaces. Replace them as needed, to prevent
further damage! An improved version of the gear box and turbine cleaner, the Turbine 11 is
supercharged for more power with less suction. Common issues are few, it can be come
clogged with large or long debris, but the turbine itself is durable and rarely fails. Another
feature of the Poolvergnuegen style of pool cleaner, emulated by so many, is the roller skirt on
front and back, which help the cleaner to maintain suction while traversing uneven surfaces, by
lifting just one or two rollers at a time, and conforming to the shape of any obstacles on the
floor. Polaris Schematic Diagram â€” Polaris Parts. Pressure cleaners typically have a Sweep
Hose 35 that functions to stir-up dust and dirt that was missed as the cleaner travels over dirt
and debris. On the tip of the tail is a rough Tail Scrubber 30 , intended to brush the surface. The
action of the Sweep Hose is regulated by a knob at the attachment point. A lazy back and forth
speed is best. Common problems include holes in the Sweep Hose, or the loss of the Orifice Tip
34 on the end of the tail. Replacing the Tail Wear Rings 36 in a timely fashion will prevent both
issues. No flow out of tail at all? Go inside, the WMS hose has likely become detached. Polaris
Drive Belts 8 were originally a tan color, and tended to fray and break too easily. Still, common
problems can occur, they can break or tear, or lose some of their teeth, which causes the
wheels to slip. Less deflection is too tight, and more is too loose. Adjust the wheel axle,

pushing wheels and pully apart slightly, to tighten up loose Polaris belts. The Water
Management System 30 , or WMS , is the manifold that splits the water into 4 directions, up into
the venturi jets, to the Turbine 36 to drive the wheels, and out the rear of the cleaner, through
the Thrust Jet 23 , and the Sweep Tail 7. The most common problem with the WMS is clogging
from small bits of sand, or plaster grit getting caught in the small orifices. Once discovered, the
grit can be reamed out, or blasted back out with water pressure in the opposite direction. For
those WMS with hoses attached, the zi- ties can break, and the hoses can become disconnected
internally. Just like for your car, the wheels and tires on a pressure pool cleaner are important
parts to maintain, for good tracking and traction. And like a car, Tires 32 and Wheels 28 can be
rotated for even wear and longer life. Bearings 29 are very important as well, to provide stability
and power and the best traction for wall climbing and speed. Rounded tires will affect cleaner
performance. The Back-up Valve 45 is a hydro-timer, a series of gears that are hydraulically
powered, that is, the water pressure turns the gears. Ever 3 minutes, the spinning gears open
up a bypass vent in the backup valve case 30 , which stops the flow of water to the cleaner and
sprays the water out in the opposite direction. This has the intended purpose of pulling the
cleaner off of the floor, in case it is stuck and if not, to change direction. The valve can also
become non-functional from a tiny grain of sand stuck in the gears, which can be flushed out, or
located and picked out. Hose Floats 36 are important to keep the feed hose floating on the
surface. If you notice your hose dipping far into the water, or running along the floor of the pool,
this can be corrected with new hose floats, or additional hose floats. Older style hose floats can
become saturated with water, and then they no longer float; replace these. Common problems
are when hose floats no longer float! This leads to the feed hose coiling and wrapping around
itself. This may damage the backup valve or to the hose swivels. Leakage around hose swivels
is normal, but if water is pouring out â€” reducing the cleaner speed, replace these. RE:Hayward
chlorine feed unit.. Drain plug nut shorn off. How do I remove it without damaging the threads?..
Replace every few years? Chris, if you use a sharp phillips head, you can tap it into the plastic
to get some bite, then turn to remove the plug. Chlorine would not deteriorate the plug,
something must have hit it, or maybe an animal gnawed it off. Dave, I have a different problem,
at opening water was greenish brown. I got it all cleaned up but now I have a yellow tint on walls
and on floor of the vinyl all over 18 x 33 pool. I have put 6 lbs. Help me please. Have you tried
any stain removers? If you have any vitamin C tablets, you could crush up a dozen or so, into a
powder, and test apply over an area. If it works, search for Ascorbic Acid on our site, we have 3
options. Hello, I think this is great that you tell people about the
kia soul 2011 manual
power wheels jammin jeep
jeep patriot clearance
parts of a pool. Hello, I think this is a great idea to add the parts of a pool and how they work.
Thank you for adding ways to improve your pool quality as well. My Hayward pump from needs
replaced. I believe it is 1. I have a 24 ft round above ground pool with gallons of water. I have
been reading g about dual and variable speed pumps that are energy efficient and save money
on electricity. Can you guide me in a direction to what I should get? Another method to save is
to run the pump at the lowest speed for the majority of the day, and night. I am installing enersol
solar panels. I have a frogger chlorinator after the filter. When installing do I need to move
frogger so that the water goes through the panels then through the frogger to the pool. Hi
Melissa, good choice, I really like Enersol panels. Be sure to install with a 3-way valve and
check valves, and for the best results, I highly recommend a solar controller. Skip to primary
content. Skip to secondary content. Search for:.

